INTRODUCTION

1.1
Basic definitions of Fuzzy Sets Definition 1 [11] : A classical (crisp) set is normally defined as a collection of elements or objects x  X that can be finite, countable or overcountable. Definition 2 [11] : If X is a collection of objects denoted generically by x, then a fuzzy set Definition 6 [11] : The height of a fuzzy set is the largest membership grade attained by any element in that set. [11] : A fuzzy set Ã is convex if
Definition 7
Alternatively, a fuzzy set is convex if all α -level sets are convex. Definition 8 [1] : Let A be a fuzzy set on U and α be a number such that 0 < α  1. Then by αA we mean a fuzzy set on U, denoted by αA which is such that ( αA )(x) = α A(x) for every x in U. This procedure of associating another fuzzy set with the given fuzzy set A is termed as restricted scalar multiplication. : Complement of a fuzzy set A, denoted by A, is defined as the fuzzy set on U, for which (A)(x) = 1 -A(x) for every x in U.
Definition 11 [1] : Let A be a fuzzy set on U. Then by the scalar cardinality of A we mean the number  A(x) where the summation is over all the elements of U.
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Definition 12 [1] : Let A be a fuzzy set on U, we associate L(A), a crisp subset on I = (0,1], called its level set, L(A) is defined as follows: Definition 18 [1] : The Contrast Intensification of a fuzzy set A , denoted by Int(A), is defined as : [1] : Index of Fuzziness indicates a method of measuring the fuzziness associated with a fuzzy set. This index is given by the following functions: Another approach is also available which is based on the α -cut with α = 0.5. The index is based on this idea is given by
Where the summation is over all the elements in supp(A) is finite. These can be normalized in case supp(A) is finite , so that the normalized values lie between 0 and 1. We have the following:
Basic Definitions on Kac-Moody Algebras
Definition 20 [3] : An integer matrix
Generalized Cartan Matrix (abbreviated as GCM) if it satisfies the following conditions:
Let us denote the index set of A by N = {1,…,n}. A GCM A is said to decomposable if there exist two non-empty subsets I, J  N such that I  J = N and a ij = a ji = 0  i I and j J. If A is not decomposable, it is said to be indecomposable.
Definition 21 [2] : A GCM A is called symmetrizable if DA is symmetric for some diagonal matrix D = diag(q 1 ,…,q n ), with q i > 0 and q i 's are rational numbers.
Definition 22 [2] : A realization of a matrix 
The Kac-Moody algebra g(A) has the root space decomposition In particular, the restriction of
to H is also nondegenerate. Note 31 [4] : Note that for the finite type of Kac-Moody algebra the rank of the GCM A = n.ie l = n.
In paper [4] , the new concept of fuzzy sets on the root systems of Kac-Moody algebras was introduced. The fuzzy set on X = π π  , where π = { α 1 , α 2 ,…, α n }, is defined as follows:
(1) n 1,2,..., The following lemmas describe some properties of this fuzzy set: . Let g(A) be the Kac -Moody algebra associated with G 2 . Let Ã be the fuzzy set defined on π π given by (1) . Then for G 2 , the α -level sets and strong α -level sets for α = 1,1/2 , 1/3,….,1/k… are given by, 
SOME FUZZY PROPERTIES ON THE ROOT SYSTEMS OF FINITE KAC-
(ii) To compute 1/2 -level Set:
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